Plant defense resistance in natural enemies of a specialist insect herbivore
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Plants defend themselves against herbivores through the production of toxic and deterrent metabolites. Adapted herbivores can tolerate and sometimes sequester these metabolites, allowing them to feed on defended plants and become toxic to their own enemies. Can herbivore natural enemies overcome sequestered plant defense metabolites to prey on adapted herbivores? To address this question, we studied how entomopathogenic nematodes cope with benzoxazinoid defense metabolites that are produced by grasses and sequestered by a specialist maize herbivore, the western corn rootworm. We find that nematodes from US maize fields in regions in which the western corn rootworm was present over the last 50 y are behaviorally and metabolically resistant to sequestered benzoxazinoids and more infective toward the western corn rootworm than nematodes from other parts of the world. Exposure of a benzoxazinoid-susceptible nematode strain to the western corn rootworm for 5 generations results in higher behavioral and metabolic resistance and benzoxazinoid-dependent infectivity toward the western corn rootworm. Thus, herbivores that are exposed to a plant defense sequestering herbivore can evolve both behavioral and metabolic resistance to plant defense metabolites, and these traits are associated with higher infectivity toward a defense sequestering herbivore. We conclude that plant defense metabolites that are transferred through adapted herbivores may result in the evolution of resistance in herbivore natural enemies. Our study also identifies plant defense resistance as a potential target for the improvement of biological control agents.
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Despite the high abundance and diversity of arthropod herbivores, plants dominate terrestrial (agro)ecosystems (1). Predation by herbivore natural enemies and plant defenses are thought to contribute to this phenomenon (2, 3). Plants defend themselves against herbivores using a variety of strategies, including the production of specialized defense metabolites that are toxic and/or reduce their attractiveness and digestibility (4–7). However, many herbivores evolved mechanisms to overcome the negative effects of plant defense metabolites, including behavioral avoidance, excretion, target site insensitivity, and detoxification through conjugation and breakdown (6, 8, 9). As a result, herbivores are often able to feed on defended plants and to ingest plant toxins without suffering major fitness consequences.

The ability to tolerate plant toxins has also enabled some specialized herbivores to coopt plant defense metabolites for self-defense against their own natural enemies (10, 11). Sequestration of plant toxins as a form of adaptation is relatively widespread in specialized insect herbivores (12, 13). Plant toxins may also accumulate in nonadapted insect herbivores, which are often inefficient at metabolizing and/or detoxifying plant defense compounds (14–16). Consequently, predators, parasites, and parasitoids are often exposed to plant toxins as they feed on herbivores. Despite the fact that plant toxin exposure of the third trophic level is common in nature, herbivore natural enemies succeed at controlling herbivores and reduce their negative impact on plant fitness and yield (3). How top-down control of herbivores is maintained in the face of the abundance, diversity, and ubiquity of plant defense metabolites is a potentially important open question in multitrophic interaction research and chemical ecology.

One possible explanation for the success of herbivore natural enemies attacking sequestering hosts is that similar to herbivores, they may have evolved the capacity to resist or tolerate plant defense metabolites (17). Different degrees of resistance to plant toxins have been observed in predators and parasitoids (18–21). However, whether plant defense metabolites can drive the evolution of resistance of members of the third trophic level, and to what extent resistance to plant defense metabolites improves the capacity of herbivore natural enemies to prey on adapted herbivores, is not well understood.

To address the questions above, we studied the impact of plant-derived benzoxazinoids on entomopathogenic nematodes. Benzoxazinoids are multifunctional defense metabolites that are produced by grasses such as wheat and maize (22) and protect herbivores, they may have evolved the capacity to resist or tolerate plant defense metabolites (17). Different degrees of resistance to plant toxins have been observed in predators and parasitoids (18–21). However, whether plant defense metabolites can drive the evolution of resistance of members of the third trophic level, and to what extent resistance to plant defense metabolites improves the capacity of herbivore natural enemies to prey on adapted herbivores, is not well understood.

To address the questions above, we studied the impact of plant-derived benzoxazinoids on entomopathogenic nematodes. Benzoxazinoids are multifunctional defense metabolites that are produced by grasses such as wheat and maize (22) and protect
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maize herbivore and important agricultural pest, is fully resistant to benzoxazinoids (26). The rootworm larvae are attracted to benzoxazinoids (27) and accumulate them in their bodies (28). Entomopathogenic nematodes such as *Heterorhabditis bacteriophora* are common in natural and agricultural ecosystems across the globe and cooccur with the WCR in some areas. They are used as biological control agents against many different root pests, including the WCR (29, 30). Benzoxazinoid sequestration by the WCR reduces the capacity of a commercial *H. bacteriophora* strain to infect and kill the herbivore, suggesting that the corn rootworm coopts these plant defense metabolites for self-protection against entomopathogenic nematodes (28). Using natural variation and forward evolution, we investigated whether adapted *H. bacteriophora* nematodes are able to overcome this defense strategy of the WCR and whether their capacity to resist benzoxazinoids is associated with increased infectivity toward the WCR.

**Results**

To test whether entomopathogenic nematodes that share an evolutionary history with the WCR may be able to resist benzoxazinoids, we established a global collection of 25 *Heterorhabditis* spp. strains, including strains collected from regions in which the WCR has been present for more than 50 y (henceforth called the primary range) and strains collected from other regions of the world in which the WCR is not present or has not been present until recently (Fig. 1A and SI Appendix, Table S1). Nematodes from the primary range were isolated from maize fields in which the WCR is present. They are thus likely to have encountered this herbivore in the past. *Heterorhabditis bacteriophora* has a broad host range, and the strains may also have infected other root herbivores occurring in maize fields, including wireworms and other rootworm species. Benzoxazinoids and their breakdown products can be found in the midgut of a wide range of insect herbivores (31, 32), but the WCR is the only herbivore known to selectively accumulate benzoxazinoids in its hemolymph (28). Nematode strains from other parts of the world never encountered the WCR, as they came from regions where the rootworm is not present, or they were isolated before the WCR invaded these regions (SI Appendix, Table S1).

Using internal transcribed spacer rRNA gene sequencing, 19 nematode strains within our collection were confirmed to be *H. bacteriophora*. Three strains from China were reclassified as *Heterorhabditis beicheriana*, and 3 strains from the United States were identified as *H. georgiana*, both of which are generalist root herbivores which do not sequester benzoxazinoids and are thus unlikely to have encountered benzoxazinoids.

**Fig. 1.** Entomopathogenic nematodes from the primary range of the benzoxazinoid-sequestering WCR are more infective toward the WCR than the nonsequestering BCB. (A) World map showing the origin of the collected entomopathogenic nematode strains together with the primary and invasive ranges of the WCR, a specialized maize herbivore (WCR; data from 2012). Note that nematode strains from the invasive range do not share any evolutionary history with WCR, as they were collected before invasion. For detailed information about the different strains, refer to SI Appendix, Table S1. (B) Chromatograms of plant-derived benzoxazinoids in the body of WCR (Top) and the BCB (Bottom), a generalist root herbivore which does not sequester benzoxazinoids and is mainly present in Central America, Mexico, and the Southern United States, outside of the nematode sampling range. Asterisks indicate significant differences between herbivore species (***P < 0.01, **P < 0.001). For quantitative comparisons, refer to SI Appendix, Fig. S1. (C) Infectivity of nematodes toward WCR and BCB. Infectivity is shown for nematodes with an evolutionary history with WCR of more than 50 y (blue) and nematodes without evolutionary history with WCR (orange). EMMMeans and SEs derived from statistical models (Dataset S1) are shown. Different letters indicate significant differences between treatments (false discovery rate corrected P < 0.05).
closely related to *H. bacteriophora*. In a first experiment, we compared the infectiveness of the different nematode strains toward larvae of the WCR and larvae of the banded cucumber beetle (*BCB; Diabrotica balteata*). In contrast to the WCR, the BCB feeds on many different plant species apart from maize and does not sequester benzoxazinoids (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Fig. S1) (28). The BCB occurs mainly in Central America, Mexico, and the Southern United States, outside of our collection range. Thus, none of the tested nematode strains are likely to share an evolutionary history with this herbivore.

Infectivity tests revealed a significant interaction between the host herbivore species and the evolutionary history of the nematodes (Fig. 1C and Dataset S1). Nematode strains from the primary range of the WCR were able to infect and kill the WCR and the BCB equally well. By contrast, the infectivity of nematodes from outside the primary range was significantly lower for the WCR than the BCB (Fig. 1C). Thus, nematodes that evolved in the presence of the WCR have an increased capacity to infect and kill this specific herbivore. This pattern was similar when only strains belonging to *H. bacteriophora* were considered (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). The infectivity of *H. georgiana* strains, all of which come from the primary range of the WCR, was higher toward the WCR than the infectivity of *H. bechentiana* strains, which come from Asia where the WCR is not present (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Individual nematode strains varied in their propensity to infect the WCR and the BCB, suggesting that factors other than the potential evolutionary history with the WCR may also influence the evolution of infectivity.

The BCB and WCR differ in many traits apart from benzoxazinoids that may explain the pattern observed in Fig. 1. To specifically test for the role of benzoxazinoids in determining the higher infectivity of nematode strains from the primary range of the WCR, we exposed the different nematode strains to WCR larvae that previously fed on wild-type (WT) or benzoxazinoid-deficient *bx1* maize mutant plants. *Bx1*-mutant-fed WCR larvae accumulate only low amounts of benzoxazinoids (Fig. 2A and SI Appendix, Fig. S3) (28). Nematodes from the primary range were able to infect WCR larvae equally well, independently of whether the larvae fed on benzoxazinoid-containing WT or benzoxazinoid-deficient *bx1* mutant maize roots (Fig. 2B). By contrast, nematodes from other parts of the world suffered from a suppression of infectivity when exposed to larvae fed on WT plants compared to *bx1* mutant fed larvae (Fig. 2B). Northern WCR populations from different geographical locations (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). The benzoxazinoid susceptibility of the different nematode strains (i.e., the difference in infectivity toward WT and *bx1*-fed WCR larvae) was negatively correlated to their infectivity toward the WCR (as measured in the previous experiment; Fig. 2) but not correlated to their infectivity toward the BCB (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Thus, nematodes from the primary range are less susceptible to the benzoxazinoid-dependent defenses of the WCR than nematodes from other parts of the world, and this trait is associated with higher infectivity toward the WCR.

Benzoxazinoids can protect the WCR from nematodes through a series of different, mutually nonexclusive mechanisms (Fig. 2C) (28). Six-methoxy-2-benzoxazolinone-N-glucoside (MBOA-Glc) is an insect-specific conjugate formed from benzoxazinoid breakdown products that is released by the larvae and accumulates on their cuticle, thus making them less attractive to entomopathogenic nematodes. Two-hydroxy-4,7-dimethoxy-1,4-benzoxazin-3-one O-glucoside (HDMBOA-Glc) is contained within the larval body and is directly toxic to the nematodes (28). Upon nematode infection, HDMBOA-Glc is broken down to 6-methoxy-2-benzoxazolinone (MBOA), which also reduces nematode survival (28). In choice experiments, MBOA-Glc reduced the attraction of nematodes that share no evolutionary history with the WCR, while nematodes from the primary range did not show a negative response toward MBOA-Glc (Fig. 2F and SI Appendix, Fig. S6). Physiological doses of HDMBOA-Glc induced mortality in strains that shared no evolutionary history with the WCR but not in strains from the primary range (Fig. 2D). No clear effects were found for MBOA-induced mortality (Fig. 2E). Simple linear regression analysis revealed a positive correlation between the avoidance of MBOA-Glc and the benzoxazinoid-specific suppression of nematode infectivity (Fig. 2F). Model selection applied on a multiple linear regression including all explanatory factors and their interactions resulted in a model with the behavioral response toward MBOA-Glc alone explaining 61% of benzoxazinoid-dependent nematode infectivity across the different strains (Dataset S1). Taken together, these results show that nematodes from the primary range of the WCR do not avoid an insect-specific benzoxazinoid metabolite and are more resistant to sequestered benzoxazinoids. Furthermore, the loss of behavioral avoidance of MBOA-Glc is associated with an increased capacity to infect benzoxazinoid-sequestering WCR larvae.

Benzoxazinoid tolerance in the nematode strains from maize fields of the primary range of the WCR may be confounded by population structure. Furthermore, their benzoxazinoid resistance may stem from exposure to benzoxazinoids exuded by maize roots rather than benzoxazinoids that are sequestered by the WCR. To test whether exposure to a benzoxazinoid-sequestering host can directly lead to the evolution of benzoxazinoid resistance, we designed a real-time evolution experiment. The benzoxazinoid-sequestering *H. bacteriophora* strain RW14 was multiplied and divided into 20 experimental (sub)populations. Ten populations were then reared on BCB larvae, and 10 populations were reared on WCR larvae, both of which were fed on WT maize roots. Using these 2 herbivore species allowed us to assess evolution on 2 natural hosts with different abilities to sequester benzoxazinoids. Subsequent infectivity tests were performed with WT and *bx1* fed WCR larvae to specifically assess the evolution of benzoxazinoid resistance following exposure to the different herbivores. In the F1 generation, all experimental nematode populations showed reduced infectiveness toward WT-fed WCR larvae compared to *bx1*-fed larvae (Fig. 3A and SI Appendix, Fig. S7). After 5 generations of selection, nematodes reared on BCB larvae still showed reduced infectivity toward WT-fed WCR larvae, even though the effect was less strong than in the F1 generation (Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Fig. S8). By contrast, nematodes reared on the WCR were overall better able to infect the WCR and no longer show a reduction in infectivity on WT-fed larvae compared to *bx1*-fed larvae (Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Fig. S8). The nematodes were even more resistant when *bx1*-fed WCR larvae than on *bx1* mutant-fed larvae (Fig. 3B). Thus, selection on a benzoxazinoid-sequestering host over 5 generations is sufficient for susceptible nematodes to evolve complete resistance to benzoxazinoid-dependent defenses.

To understand how the WCR-selected nematode populations may achieve higher infectiveness toward benzoxazinoid-containing WCR larvae, we subjected them to the same series of bioassays as the natural strain collection before (Fig. 3 C–E). Nematodes selected on BCB larvae avoided MBOA-Glc, while nematodes selected on WCR larvae were attracted by this compound (Fig. 3E and SI Appendix, Fig. S9). Furthermore, HDMBOA-Glc and MBOA reduced the survival of nematodes selected on the BCB but did not reduce survival of nematodes selected on the WCR (Fig. 3C and D and SI Appendix, Fig. S9). Simple linear regression analysis revealed a correlation between the behavioral response to MBOA-Glc and benzoxazinoid-specific nematode infectivity as well as HDMBOA-Glc and MBOA toxicity and benzoxazinoid-specific nematode infectivity (Fig. 3 F–H). Multiple linear regression including all explanatory factors and their interactions, followed by model selection and averaging, resulted in a model with MBOA-Glc repellence and HDMBOA-Glc toxicity explaining 82% of the benzoxazinoid-dependent nematode infectivity across strains (Dataset S1). Thus, similar to the pattern observed for the natural strains, nematodes exposed to the WCR for 5 generations do no longer avoid an insect-specific benzoxazinoid breakdown product and become resistant to a sequestered benzoxazinoid.
and its breakdown product. Furthermore, their increased capacity to infect benzoxazinoid-sequestering WCR larvae is associated with both a loss of behavioral aversion and reduced benzoxazinoid toxicity.

**Discussion**

Herbivore natural enemies are often exposed to plant defense metabolites, either by coming into contact with plants directly or by preying on herbivores that contain plant defenses (33–36). Many herbivore natural enemies have been found to avoid plant defenses by rejecting herbivores that accumulate or sequester toxins (37–39). However, avoidance comes with significant costs, especially when mobility and host availability are limited. Soil-borne herbivore natural enemies such as entomopathogenic nematodes can typically only cover short distances (40) and may...
have a limited choice of hosts in agricultural environments. Thus, they are likely to be under considerable pressure to overcome, rather than to avoid, plant toxins, which may explain why nematodes that share an evolutionary history with the WCR show benzoxazinoid resistance in the form of a loss of behavioral aversion. Together with their increased capacity to withstand the toxic effects of benzoxazinoids, this behavioral shift likely allows the nematodes to prey successfully on benzoxazinoid-sequestering hosts such as the WCR. Correlation analysis suggests that behavioral responses to benzoxazinoids may be more important for benzoxazinoid-dependent nematode infectivity than metabolic resistance. Further experiments will be required to test this hypothesis. The exact contribution of the WCR to nematode evolution in the field relative to other soil-borne organisms that are commonly present in US maize fields and may modulate benzoxazinoid exposure also requires further study. Given the dominance of the WCR in maize fields in the areas from which the benzoxazinoid-resistant nematodes were sampled, however, we consider it likely that their resistance traits originate from the selection pressure exerted by the WCR.

The real-time evolution experiment further demonstrates that benzoxazinoid resistance in nematodes can evolve rapidly following exposure to the WCR. Entomopathogenic nematodes can also evolve higher abiotic stress tolerance and attraction to plant
volatiles within a few generations when exposed to appropriate selection regimes (41, 42), suggesting that they possess mechanisms that allow them to adapt rapidly to their environment. To what extent this rapid evolution is driven by standing genetic variation, epigenetic effects, or changes in microbial communities, including changes in the bacterial symbionts of the nematodes (43, 44), remains to be investigated. The finding that nematodes selected on the BCB also become slightly less susceptible to benzoxazinoid-dependent defenses is noteworthy in the context of the current experiments as it may indicate that plant defense resistance in herbivore natural enemies can also evolve in the absence of a defense-sequestering herbivore, for instance, through exposure to residual plant defense levels in the soil as well as the gut and the frass of the herbivore. Surprisingly, nematodes that evolved with the WCR became even more infected on WT- than bx1 mutant-fed WCR larvae. This phenomenon is associated with a behavioral shift, resulting in nematodes being attracted to MBOA-Glc that is released by the WCR. It is possible that this change in behavior may be responsible for the observed increase in infectivity.

Whether evolved resistance to plant toxins is common in herbivore natural enemies remains to be determined. Given that exposure of natural enemies to plant toxins is frequent in nature (33–36) and that different natural enemies have been reported to resist and accumulate plant toxins (18–21), we expect evolved behavioral avoidance, metabolic resistance, and tolerance strategies to be widespread among members of the third trophic level. Host diversity and diet breadth will likely determine the prevalence and biochemical architecture of these traits in herbivore natural enemies (20).

The diversity of plant defense metabolites and arthropod herbivores in nature is thought to be the result of an ongoing coevolutionary arms race (45–49). Herbivore natural enemies have been shown to be negatively affected by plant defense metabolites in this context (50–52). The possibility that herbivore natural enemies may evolve resistance to increasingly toxic herbivores was considered (17, 18) but, to the best of our knowledge, not been addressed through manipulative experiments. Instead, adaptations of herbivore natural enemies to plant chemicals have been investigated in detail in the context of plant volatiles that serve as foraging cues for herbivore natural enemies (52–54). In contrast, volatiles that attracted entomopathogenic nematodes (55), and in the context of extracellular nectar as food source (54, 56). Although conducted in an agricultural system, the present study does support an evolutionary link between the coevolutionary arms race of plants and herbivores and the third trophic level by showing that plant defense metabolites may influence the evolution of herbivore natural enemies as they are transferred through adapted herbivores. Trophic transfer of defense metabolites may promote the specialization and diversification of herbivore natural enemies (50). In wild systems, resistance to plant defenses by herbivore natural enemies may reduce the penalty for plants facing adapted herbivores (17), which again may reduce the negative selection pressure on basal plant defense metabolites and thereby contribute to within-plant chemical diversity. Detailed mechanistic and evolutionary studies, including broad phylogenetic analyses of multitrophic interaction networks in natural systems, could help to shed further light on these hypotheses.

Reducing the use of synthetic pesticides is an important aim in sustainable agriculture. The use of herbivore natural enemies as biological control agents is a promising strategy in this context (57). However, the efficacy of biocontrol agents is often limited, and a better understanding of the factors that determine their success is thus important to improve their use (58). Our study confirms that plant toxins can limit the capacity of natural enemies to control agricultural pests (17, 28) but also shows that plant toxin susceptibility shows pronounced heritable variation and can be offset rapidly through artificial selection. Plant toxin resistance thus represents a promising potential breeding target for the improvement of biological control agents.

**Materials and Methods**

**Insects.** WCR (D. virgifera virgifera LeConte) eggs were supplied by the North Central Agricultural Research Laboratory, US Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Research Service, Brookings, SD. BCB (D. balleita LeConte) eggs were obtained from Syngenta Crop Protection AG. After hatching, WCR and BCB neonates were reared on freshly germinated WT (B73) maize seeds or on the benzoxazinoid mutant line bx1 (59). Third instar WCR and BCB larvae were used for all experiments. *Galleria mellonella* larvae were bought from Fischerbedafar Wenger and maintained at 8 °C until use for nematode rearing.

**Nematodes.**

**Nematode collection, identification, and rearing.** We established a collection of 25 different *Heterorhabditis* spp. Detailed information on the different strains can be found in SI Appendix, Table S1. Strains were either obtained from collaborators or collected from the field. Field collections were realized by collecting 45 soil cores (10 cm depth, 2 cm diameter) for each individual location. Soil cores were pooled for each location, homogenized, and separated into 20 plastic containers (250 ml; Semadeni AG). Five *G. mellonella* larvae were then placed on the soil surface of each container. The containers were closed with a plastic lid and incubated in darkness under 24 ± 2 °C. Five to 10 d later, all nematode-infected *G. mellonella* larvae were individually transferred to white traps (60), and emerging nematodes were used to infect another set of *G. mellonella* larvae (61). Irrespective of whether they were isolated from the field or obtained from collaborators, all nematodes were identified by internal transcribed spacer rRNA gene sequencing as described previously (44, 62, 63). The collected nematode progeny was maintained in 250 mL flasks (Greiner Bio-One GmbH) at a density of 1 EPN per microliter tap water at 10 °C. Nematode strains were refreshed by multiplying them on *G. mellonella* larvae every 2 to 3 mo. Nematodes that were less than 1 mo old were used for all experiments.

**Benzoxazinoid Analyses.** Benzoxazinoids from BCB larvae and WCR larvae fed on B73 or bx1 maize plants were extracted in 50% MeOH + 50% H2O + 0.5% formic acid. Five flash frozen larvae (−40 mg) were pooled and ground in 400 μL extraction buffer, and 5 replicates (each consisting of a pool of 5 larvae) were analyzed for each species and food source. The extracts were vortexed for 1 min and centrifuged twice at 17,000 g, at 4 °C. The supernatants were then analyzed on an Acquity UHPLC-MS system equipped with an electrospray source (Waters i-Class UHPLC-QDA). The method was modified from the one described previously (10). Briefly, the elution profile was 0 to 3.5 min, 99 to 72.5% A in B; 3.5 to 5.5 min, 100% B; 5.5 to 7.5 min, 99% A in B. The injection volume was 1 μL. DIMBOA, MBOA, DIMBOA-Glc, HDMBOA-Glc, and MBOA-Glc were all quantified in electrospray ionization negative mode (ES−) using selective ion recording and external standard curves.

**Real-Time Evolution.** An experimental selection experiment was carried out using the RW14 nematode strain. A batch of newly hatched RW14 nematodes was aliquoted into 20 subpopulations, each consisting of 20,000 nematodes. Half the subpopulations were then reared on WCR larvae, and the other half were reared on BCB larvae. Infection was performed in Solo cups as described below in *Nematode Infectivity*. For each population, 30 Solo cups containing 5 larvae each were infected with 500 nematodes. Five days later, all of the infected larvae of the same subpopulation were collected together and transferred to white traps for collecting nematode progeny. In between each generation of selection, the populations were amplified in *G. mellonella* larvae by infecting 15 larvae per population with 200 nematodes each. The different populations were selected on WCR and BCB larvae for a total of 10 generations (5 generations within the selection host and 5 amplification steps in between), and F1 and F5 nematodes (referring to the number of generations on the selection host) of 10 independently selected subpopulations were phenotyped.

**Nematode Infectivity.** To quantify the infectivity of the nematodes, 3 to 5 WCR or BCB larvae were placed into individual Solo cups (30 mL; Frontier Scientific Services, Inc.) containing a 5 mm layer of moist, autoclaved sand (Selmaterra, Bigler Samen AG). Five hundred nematodes in 500 μL tap water were applied into each Solo cup. After incubating the cups at 28 ± 0.5 °C for 5 d, the percentage of nematode-infected larvae in each Solo cup was determined.
The infection status of the larvae was assessed visually. Nematode-infected larvae show a characteristic red/orange color, which was used as a marker of infection. Larvae were reared on either WT (B73) or bx7 mutant plants. Each Solo cup was treated as an independent replicate. The exact numbers of independent biological replicates for the individual experiments and treatments are provided in SI Appendix, Table S2.

Nematode Behavior. To test the effect of MBOA-Glc on nematode behavior, we used the approach developed earlier (28). Briefly, a 5-mm agarose (5 g/L; Sigma Aldrich Chemie, Switzerland) layer was poured into a Petri dish (9 cm diameter; Greiner Bio-One GmbH). Three 5-mm-diameter wells were created equidistantly in the agar layer: 1 in the center of the plate, 1 on the right, and 1 on the left side of the plate. One hundred nematodes in 100 μL of water were dispensed the central well. The remaining 2 wells were filled either with 50 μL ECB exudates and 50 μL tap water or with 50 μL ECB exudates + 50 μL MBOA-Glc (3 μg/mL in tap water). ECB exudates were used to eliciting nematode search behavior. Exudates were obtained by rinsing third instar ECB larva with 50 μL tap water. Nematode preference was recorded 24 h after the start of the experiment by counting the number of nematodes within different sectors of the Petri dishes. The dishes were divided into 4 sectors of equal size, with 2 opposite sectors containing the treatment wells. Nematodes within the treatment sectors were counted. Each Petri dish was treated as an independent biological replicate, and 18 to 20 replicates were carried out for the different experiments and treatments (SI Appendix, Table S2).

Nematode Performance. The effects of benzoxazinoids on nematode survival were tested as described (28). Briefly, 4,000 nematodes were incubated in 4 mL tap water containing either MBOA (25 μg/mL) or HDMBOA-Glc (150 μg/mL). These concentrations represent physiologically relevant doses (28). Nematodes were kept in 50 mL flasks (Greiner Bio-One GmbH) and incubated at 28°C. Nematodes incubated in tap water were used as controls. The number of dead and living nematodes was recorded 7 d after incubation. Flasks were treated as independent biological replicates, and 8 to 10 replicates were carried out for the different experiments and treatments (SI Appendix, Table S2).

Statistical Analyses. Generalized linear mixed models (distribution, binomial; link function, logit) were used to analyze mortality, infectivity, and preference bioassays. Effects of nematode origin/experimental evolution host, different treatments, and their interactions were used as main factors, and nematode strains/populations were used as a random factor. Wald tests were performed to assess significance of treatment effects. Pairwise comparisons of estimated marginal means (EMMeans) corrected by the false discovery rate method were used as post hoc tests (64). To determine correlations between of estimated marginal means (EMMeans) corrected by the false discovery rate and benzoxazinoid-dependent infectivity we used as post hoc tests (64). To determine correlations between resistance delta in the averaged model. The packages used for the different models showing a delta-AICc ≤ 2 were combined using a model averaging procedure, which allows computing the relative importance of each resistance delta in the averaged model. The packages used for the different analyses were {base}, {lme4}, {ImeTest} and {MuMln} (65). All of the analyses were conducted in R 3.5.1.

Data and Materials Availability. Some of the nematode strains were obtained under a materials transfer agreement. The data generated for this manuscript are available on Dryad, https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.n8s7fp7. R codes and results of statistical analyses are available in the form of an R markdown file (Dataset S1).
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